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STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR LARGE SCALE TIME 
DELAY SYSTEMS VIA THE MATRIX LYAPUNOV 
FUNCTION 
S o o R . L E E A N D M . J A M S H I D I 
In this paper, we analyze the stability of large-scale systems with multiple time delays in both isolated 
parts and interconnections via the scalar approach of the matrix Lyapunov function. This approach 
of the matrix Lyapunov function estimates the stability of a large-scale interconnected system based 
on a decomposition-aggregation method. The candidate Lyapunov function here takes advantage of a 
weighted sum of individual Lyapunov function for each free subsystem and every interconnection related 
to all in pairs isolated subsystems in case of nondelay. 
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
T h e scalar approach of a matr ix Lyapunov function method for t he stabili ty est imation of 
a large-scale interconnected system uses a decomposit ion-aggregation method [1], Here 
the candida te Lyapunov function of the approach takes advantage of a weighted sum of 
individual Lyapunov functions for each free subsystem and every interconnection among 
isolated subsystems without t ime delay. By doing this , we can es t imate the influence of 
interconnections between subsystems on the stability. 
In this paper , after considering a nonlinear system stability which involves t ime delays 
by some per tu rba t ions , the scalar approach of the matr ix Lyapunov function method has 
been taken into account for the stability of large-scale nonlinear systems without t ime 
delay [2]. Then , this method is applied to a nonlinear system with t ime delays following 
the application to the stabili ty analysis of linear systems with t ime delays. It is noticed 
tha t if a weakly coupled nonlinear system is per turbed with t ime delays, then those 
delays do not destroy the stability of the system provided that the original system is 
s table [3,4]. However, the t ime delays can be involved in isolated terms as well as 
interconnections in many cases as pointed out in [3,5] and these delays really have an 
effect on the stabil i ty of the system. 
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2. STABILITY OF A LARGE-SCALE NONLINEAR SYSTEM 
Consider a large-scale nonlinear system 
*(<)-. f[x(.),.] (1) 
where x(t) € R", x(f) = [x,(i)T, x2(t)
T.. .xm(t)
T]T and f = R" x T -» R", T : time 
interval (—00,00). The system is assumed to be decomposed into m subsystems, 
x,(0 = f,[x,«),<] + g,W<),<] (2) 
where x,(i) £ R ' \ / . : R'1' x T -> R"', 
g ; . R n x T - > R ' \ i = l , 2 , . . . , m , JTn,- = n. 
i=l 
The requirements of f.-(-), g<(-) guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
of equation (2). The x(t) = 0 is an equilibrium satisfying 
f(0,<) = 0, f,(0,<) = 0, g,(0,i) = 0. (3) 
Let us first survey stability conditions for the nonlinear interconnected system (1) which 
is represented as: 
x(t) = Ax(t) + g(x,i). (4) 
The equilibrium state of this system is asymptotically stable (A.S.) if the following 
conditions are satisfied [2]: 
(i) g(o,0 = o 
(") 1 І m "ilxïïľ^0 
||x(i)||-o IW)!! 
provided that the stability of linear part is A. S. 
The system (4) can be perturbed to have time delay in interconnection as: 
x(t) = Ax(t) + g{x(t-h),t] (5) 
where 
A 6 R " x " , x ( 0 € R", 0 < h constant delay. 
The stability of the system above can be estimated by the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Consider a nonlinear system (5). If the following conditions for vector 
function g[x(t - h), t] hold, 
(1) g(<M) = 0 
(2) lim U S £ ^ 1 = 0 v ||xO)||-o IWOII 
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(3) solutions of x(t) = A x(t) are A. S. 
then the equilibrium state is A. S. 
P r o o f . For a candidate Lyapunov function for the system (5) 
u(x,t) = x(t)TPx(t), 
where P is a positive definite matrix 
u(x,t) = x(t)TPx(t) + x(t)TPx(t) 
= [A x(t) + g(x(f - h), t)f P x(t) + x(tf P [A x(t) + g(x(f - h), t)] 
= x(t)T [AT P + P A] x(t) + 2gT(-) P x(t) 
where AT P + P A becomes a negative definite matrix by (3). Further using (2), 
2 g T ( ) F x = 0 for small value of x(t) and i>(x,t) < 0 with u(x,t) > 0. This shows the 
proof of the theorem. Q 
Let the candidate Lyapunov function for the system (1) be represented as: 
u(x,t) = [dT] K(x,(<), x,(f), t)] [d], i, j = 1,2,...,m (6) 
where d = [d\,d2... dm] , d,; > 0 are constant scalars and f.j(-) here represents the re­
lationship which the j th subsystem affects the ith subsystem and un [x;(<), t] = i , P{i x,, 
Uij (x,(<), Xj(t), t] = x[ Pij Xj with appropriate dimensions of positive definite matrices 
Pu and matrices Pij. To estimate the lower bound of u(x(t), t) 
By letting 
and 
Mx.,f)>7..Ć, 2 (x.) 
uxi (x,(ť), щ(t), t) > 7 l i Є.(x.) tito)-
7.. = Am(Я„) 





&(*) = llxil (8c) 
where A m () and A M ( ) represent the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of (•) respec­
tively and ||x,|| is a norm of x,-. The lower bound U((x(t), t) of u(x(t), t) is 
u(x(t), t) > ut(x) 
' d, 0 •• • 0 7п 712 • • 7lm " d, 0 
e 0 d2 : 721 722 • ' 72m 0 d2 
. 0 • • • dm . 7ml 7m2 • • 7mm . 0 dm 
(9) 
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(10) 
í -=[ | |x 1 | | | |x a | | . . . | |x я D = diag (di •dm) 
and matrix G = [7.̂ ] for i, j = 1,2,..., m. If G = [7^] > 0, then ut(x) is positive definite 
(p.d.). From (6), 
u(x(t),t) = J2 d] Vii(Xi, t) + " £ di dj Uij(Xi(t), Xj(t), t) 
Then the total time derivative of u(x, t) for (2) becomes 
*(*,*)=£ d? ùц(xi,t) + J2 di dj ÙІ^XІ, x j í) 
"oO = "*()• (H) 
(12) 
(13) 
«.<•> - = ^ 2 + g { [ ^ g ^ f NO + *Hl} (»> 
Then the upper bound UM of u(x,t) with i>„(x.,£) and i/.,(xi,x,,f) can be obtained by 
collecting terms of degree of [q(-)\ = 2 and terms of degree of [r(-)\ > 2 as 
i>M = ? [0i(x.),. . . ,i<m(xm)\ + r [^.(x,), • •. , l M x m ) ] (15) 
where i/>,(x,), i = 1 , . . . , m is a positive definite continuous function and 
9 ( 0 , . . . , 0 ) = 0 and r (0 , . . . ,0) = 0. 
q(-) could be written as a quadratic form 
?[V»1(x1),...,V,.l(xm)] = V
r ^ i / ) (16) 
where W is a constant symmetric matrix 
V> = [V' 1(x 1) , . . . , iMxm)]
T . (17) 
From (16), </(•) is negative definite near the origin if and only if W < 0 and this gives 
u(-) < 0 with u(-) > 0. 
Theorem 2 . The equilibrium state x(/) = 0 of the system (1) is A. S. near the origin 
if G > 0 in (10) and -W in (16) is an M-matrix [6]. 
P roo f . The proof is clear from Theorem 3. D 
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3. MATRIX LYAPUNOV FUNCTION FOR THE STABILITY OF A LINEAR 
TIME DELAY SYSTEMS 
Case 1 - Linear System with T ime Delay in Two Interconnections 
Based on the discussion of previous section for the stability of a nonlinear system through 
the scalar approach of the matrix Lyapunov function method, the stability of a linear 
time delay system is investigated as a special case of a nonlinear system. In this case the 
degree of the system function is one and r ( ) in (15) does not appear. The time delay 
terms in the system however, can be analyzed by using linearity with respect to initial 
state. Consider a simple interconnected system with constant delays in each subsystem, 
Xi(f) = / t ,x , ( . ) + Giax 2 ( . - fe 2 ) (18a) 
x2(j) = G 2 , x , ( * - / . , ) + >l2x2(i) (18b) 
where A, £ Rn,xn", hi is a constant delay for i = 1,2 and Gy 6 lRniX"J for i, j = 1,2 
(i*j)-
The candidate Lyapunov function for system (18) 
v(x,t) = [did2] f 7 ^ ) *-<*.*.«> 1 f j
1 ] 
L "2,(x2 ,xi,t) v22(x2,t) J L d2 J 
= d\ z/„(xi) + 2d,<f2i/,2(x,,x2) + d\v2(x2), Vij = Vji (19) 
where 
vu(xi) = x T Pn x„ «/y(x„ xj) = x[ Pij Xj. (20) 
Therefore, i/(x,,i) is arranged by substituting Xi given in (18) as follows: 
«•*>•" -**> [£!:,£,].[ . .] < 2 " 
- rxT xTi [ ^ W Pn + p » * 0 rf>d* W Pi2 + Pli A*)) \Xi 1 
1 ] 2 j [dad,(AjP„ + P„Al) d\(A
T
2P22 + P22A2) J [ x 2 J 
+ TxT xTl f dl d* Pn G21 ^ Pl1 Gl2 I f Xu' 1 
L ' 2J [ d\P22Gn dld2P2iGu\ [ x2Aj J 
duh Git Pn d\G\xPn 1 f x, 
á>Gl2Pn d W 2 G
T P , 2 J [ x 2 
-<».«)-[Kli,14.0 [ - ; : - ] [ » - » ] 
-Pn -Pn] [Hxu.il 
-021 ~p\í J [ IIX3A.II 
(22) 
(23) 
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where <*,, = Am.x K (
AT Pi + ft *i) } for i = 1,2 
a 1 2 = | |<f,</2«i°, . + /
>i2>l2)||,, Ai =A.nax{f/, d2(Pl2G21 + G [ , P 2 1 ) } , 
A, = | K (en G1 2 + G[2 P „ ) | | , , A. = IK (Paa G21 + GJI eaa) ||, 
and 
X.fc, = x , (t - hi), x2hl = x 2 {t - h2) , ai2 = a 2 1 , /?,, = /322. 
If we can find <fi > 0 such that leading principal minors of 
W = — ö , l - < * , 2 
- a 2 1 - a 2 2 
and Vľfc = 
- A i -Aa 
- A i -Aa 
are positive, that is, IV and IV), are M-matrices, then VM{') < 0- This leads the system 
to be asymptotically stable according to Theorem 2. 
Remark. 
(1) Even if both W and W;, are not M-matrices, the system can be stable if the one 
which is an M-matrix is dominant over the other which is not an Af-matrix. 
(2) If we can find a scale factor for x,(f — A,) with respect to x,(<), then W and W)x with 
the scaling factor can be added up together as in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3 in [3]. 
Case 2 - Linear System with T ime Delays in Three Interconnections 
The stability of a system with time delays in two interconnections can be extended to the 
system with time delays in three interconnections. Consider a system whose subsystems 
are represented by 
x, = Al x,(f) + G1 2x2(< - A2) + Gi2x3(t - A3) 
x 2 = G 2 1 x, (t - A,) + A2 x2(<) + G 2 3 x 3(t - A3) 
x 3 = G3 1 x,(f - A,) + G3 2x2(< - ht) + A3x3(t) 
where /.,, Gij, X, and A, are defined similar to Case 1. Thus, 
f,t(x.) = xf Pa x,, "o(Xi, Xj) = xj Pij Xj for /', j = 1,2,3 and i ^ j , 
'>ll() M O '>n(j 
i> 2 1 (. ) z> 2 2(.) I>2 3(-) 
. '>3f(0 '>32(') '>33() . 
Ңx(t)) = [d, dt d3] 
UІJ(-) = fji(-) for i ф j and di > 0 
rf, 
A 
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ù(x,t) = x 
+ 2x7 
where 
" d\ (/. тp„+p„Л 1) d,d2 {A
тp12+piìA2) d,d3 (Д
тp13+p13v4з) 




тpэ,+pзiAл) dзdг ( ^ P з г + p з з ^ ) Ą {AтPзз+PззA3) J 
Гfli<!2Pi2G2i+<li<lзPiзGзi <l?PцGi2+Éř,<iзp13oз2 d\puGлз+dxd2p12G23 
dІp22G2ì+d2d3p23G2ì d2d3p23G32+d2dlP2lŰ2ì ĄpггG23+d2dxp2ЛG,3 i 
<lІPззG2i+<íз<l2PззGз2 dІp32G32+dзd2p3lGi2 <lз<liPзiGiз+á3t/2pз2G2зJ 




x л (27) 
Furthemюre, 
' - O l , - o 1 2 —aiз 
/>м(x,ŕ) = -||x|Г - a 2 1 - a 2 2 -C23 
. - a 3 i - a з 2 - a з з . 
vhere 
-{ßn+lu) ~(ßn + S12) ~(ßiз + S13) 
~{ßгг+S21) -(ßгг + ъг) ~{ßгз + S23) 
L - ( Ã , + <Ъ,) - (ßзг + S32) - (/З33 + 733) 
ЦxЛ|| 
IW -- [ K i l l|xT | | | | x T | | ] T , | |x h | | S [ | |x
T J| | | X
T J | | x T 3 | | ]
: 
(28) 
a,, = Xu^tfiAjPn + PiiAi)}, 
a 0 = Wdid^AjPij + PijAj)^ for i, j = 1,2,3 and i^j 
ft. = A m a x {di di+1 ( P i i + 1 Gi+U + Gj+li P
T
i+1)} 
7„ = Am a x { d i di+2 ( P i i + 2 G,+2, + Gj+2i Pfi+2) } 
here Pii+1, P,,+ 2, G i + l l , and G i + 2, will cycle from 1 to 3. 
to = IW(AG« + GSft)||, 
«12 = ||di d3 (-°13 G3 2 + G^ P 3 i ) | | 2 
*i3 = \\d,d2{PnG23 + G
T
23P2i)\\2 
*21 = | |< l2< l3(I J23G3 1+G
T
1P32)|i 2 
<$23 = i|<l2<ll(e2lG1 3 + G
T
3 ft.)j, 
*3, = | |< l3<i2(I '32G2 1+G 2
r
iP23)| | 2 
*32 = \\d3d,{P3lG12 + G
T
l2Pl3)\\2. 
If we can find ft,,, fi,j, ~y{. for ? j j = 1.2,3 such that the leading principal minors of the 
matrices 
W = 
—a,, — a,2 —a,з 
—a2i — a 2 2 —a2з 
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- ( ^ 1 1 + 7 l l ) ~(/3l2 + <512) -(/3,3 + 5,3) 
Wh= - ( 0 2 1 + J 2 1 ) - ( f e + 722) -(023 + 623) (29b) 
. - (031 + <*3l) - (032 + M - (033 + 733) . 
are positive, then t>(x(i)) < 0 from (28). This gives the system stability and we can find 
a general rule for the matrix formation. 
Case 3 - Linear System with T ime Delays in Bo th Isolation and Intercon­
nection 
Consider a linear system with multiple time delays in its ith isolation and interconnection 
2 2 2 
x,(i) = A{ x.(i) + ~~ Fikx,(< - hik) + ~~ By x,-(f) + ~2 Git
 x ^ - *•*)• (3°) 
For i = k = 2 
x,(ť) = Д, x,(ť) + F„ x,(ť -h„)+ ß, 2 x 2 (ť) + G 1 2 x 2 (ť - т1 2) (31a) 
x2(ť) = Л2 x2(ť) + F 2 2 x2(ť - h22) + B 2 1 x,(ť) + G 2, x,(ť - т21) (31b) 
where 
Ai e R " i X n \ Fu e R
n , x n \ 
By € R n , x n ' and Gi} € R"
, x"' for ., j = 1,2 (i -• j ) 
are all real matrices. 
Let the candidate Lyapunov function for the system whose subsystems are represented 
by (31) be: 
, (x, i) = [<.,<*,] [""["J • * } • ) ] f * 
L "2l() "22(') J L "2 
= 4 !/„(•) + 2d, d2 t/,2(-) + d\ t/22(), «/„(•) = t/2I()-
Then 
with 
t>(x,ť) = [<f, á3] 
" l l ( ) "2l(') 1 [ <ll 
"2l(j 1/22(0 J L d 
= d\ •>„(•) + 2d, c.2 t>,2(-) + 4 *«(•) 
(32) 
(33) 
t/.,(x., i) = xf Pa x i 7 t/y(Xi,X„ i) = xf P t J X j -
From i/,i(x,,i) and t/y(x,,Xj,i), we can obtain t>(x,<) along the (31)-
• n _ T\ -A Q i +
d i <!2 ( I 4 e2i+ei2 B21) rf, <!2 (P„ Bu+B~ P22+A1 Px2+Pvi A2)\ 
U(''~X k <!, (Bf2 P „ + P 2 2 fl31+.4
T Pu+P2i A,) -d\ Q 2+d, d2 (B,
T
2 e,2+e2, B12) J 
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T \d\PuFn dxd2PuF22] , [ d\ fu Pu d,d2F^Pu] 
+ k dx Pn Fu d\ P22 2̂2 J
 h + Xh [ d2 d, Fg Pn d\ Fl P22 J
 x 
, T fid2 P„ Gn d\ Pu Gn ] T \d2 dt 0% P21 d\ oj, e22 1 
[d\PnGn d2d2P21Gn\
 T+ r [d\GuPu «*, d2 Gu Pu\
 x I3 4) 
where 
x _ [xT x T ] T , xft = [x~ x~J




and x,7, = x,- (< — h,*), xtT = x, (t - ry) 
.4f ~,: + P„;/.,; = - o „ 1*1,2. 
If fi*12 = S2i, then 
««-<- n-n K») [::;;::;;] [*|] 
-i»*> »»*>»] [- t - t ] [S ] -owi« [:;:;::;] [fc|] <«> 
where 
« n = Amax [-d? g , + rf, d2 (B2
T, e21 +^12^2 , ) ] 
«12 = «21 = ||<fl <!2 (I'll #21 + _fj r22 + .4, e]2 + e12 .4j) ||2 
«22 = K^[-d\Q2 + d,d2(BlPn + P2lB2l)} 
fin = A m „ [ d
2 ( ^ , ~ , + ~ T / * ) ] 
fin = ||rfl rfa (P,2 F22 + F22P2l)\\2 
fin = \\d2d,(P2,Fu + F^Pu)\\2 
7.1 = A m a x [ r f ] f i 2 ( r 1 2 o 2 ] + o
T / J 2 l ) ] 
7.2 = \\d\{PnGu+GuPn)\\2 
721 = | K ( r 2 2 o 2 1 + o
T
I / > 2 2 ) | | 2 
722 = Xmax[d2di (P» Gu + Gj2Pit)] 
and X,A, X,T are x,(< - ft.,) and X.(z" - ry) for i ¥" 3, respectively. If further x,/, = 
x ]T , x2ft = X2 T , and rf, = 1, i = 1,2, then 
M«.«--iKii»jifl [::::::][£ 
-[K»»4»][t:::t^^:][K] 
If the leading principal minors of 
_ í _an 
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and 
Wh=\-P"-1" - ^ "
t n \ (37b) 
L -021 - 721 ~#22 ~ 722 J 
are positive definite, then the system (31) is stable. 
Remark. 
(1) If we can scale | |x,(<-fen)| | and ||x2(<-h22)|| in (36) to ||xi|| and ||x2||, respectively, 
then the stability can be examined by the similar way to the method of Section 3.5 in 
Chapter 3 in [3]. 
(2) If Fa = 0 for i = 1,2 and Bu = B21 = 0 in (31), then the result is the same as the 
Case 1, the linear system with time delays in two interconnections. That is, 
MX,O - - « * . * ] [::;;::;;] [|S 
-»*•*«[:£ :£][K 
equals to equation (23). 
4. MATRIX LYAPUNOV FUNCTION APPLICATIONS TO NONLINEAR TIME 
DELAY SYSTEMS 
Case 1 - Nonlinear Sys tem with T ime Delays in Interconnections 
Consider a large-scale system 
x = f [x(t) , x,(t -ht),...,xm(t-hm),t], (38) 
where h, = (A,-, h,2 . . . A,m] . And its ith subsystem is represented by 
x,(.) = f[x.,t] + g.[x(f), x , ( t - & , ) , . . . , x m ( t - h m ) , t } . (39) 
The candidate Lyapunov function for the system (38) can be expressed as 
i/(x,t) = jMd?ua(Xi,<) + £<!<dj "a (x.,xJ51)\ , di > 0. (40) 
From this 
H^t) = ^hiuii(xi,t)+f^didJuij(xi,x),t)\ (41) 
•tKwi^^^HW] 
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4H^+(^)%H+(W*<->} 
Separating the terms of degree 2 from the terms of degree greater than 2, 
**#(x,-) = 9u Ki(Xi), 6(X2), • • .,4m(xm)] 
+ 9,2 [6(x,( i - ft,,)), 6(x2 ( i - M ) , • • .,&-(- - *mi))] 
+ r„K,(x , ) ,6(x 2 ) , . . .^m(Xm)] 
+r,2 K,(x,(i - M ) , 6(x 2( i - *-,")), • • • , C m ^ i - ftmJ))] (42) 
where qu, 9,2 are negative definite continuous functions of degree 2 and r „ , r,2 are 
negative definite continuous functions whose degree is greater than 2. Then the stability 
near the origin can be evaluated from 9,1 (•) and 9,2(-) by constructing quadratic forms: 
9u [6 (x i ) , 6 (x 2 ) , . . . ,Uxm) ] = *
TrV,£ (43a) 
9i2[6(x,(i - ft,)), 6(x2(i - h2)),...,U*m(t - hm))\ = (IWyUk. (43b) 
If W, < 0 and Vv,;, < 0, then u\f(x,t) < 0 near the origin. This says that the system is 
A. S. near the origin. Similarly we can analyze the stability of a large-scale system with 
time delays in isolated states and interconnections. 
Case 2 - Nonlinear System with Time Delay in Bo th Isolation and Inter-
connection 
We are considering the following system: 
x = f [x(0, x,(i - ft,),...,xm(i - ftm), i ] , (44a) 
where ft, = [fti, ft,2 . . . fti,„] . Its initial function is given as 
x(r) = «,(r), i0 - ft < T < t0 (44b) 
with the maximum delay ft and its initial condition 
f ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 = 0 (44c) 
and with tth subsystem, 
Xi(i) = f,- [Xi, x,(i - hik), t] + g, [x(t)» x,(i - ft,),.. . ,xm ( i - ftm), t] . (44d) 
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The candidate Lyapunov function (40) for the system (44a) is used again: 
«>(x,ť) = £ <.* Í>,,(X,-, ť ) + j r di dj i>ij(xi, X j , ť) (41) 
The term ->(x,i) using i>i;(x.,i) and i>.,(x,, X,, t) with x<(i) and x,(i) from (44d) is 
arranged to lead to the followings. We are assuming that the upper bound I>M(X, t) is 
obtained from (41) as 
;>M(X, t) = 9 2 , [6(x , ) , . . . ,fm(xm)] + q22 [6(x,(< - fcy)),... ,(m(xm(t - hmi))] + 
+ r„ [6(x,),• • .,e,„(xm)] + r22[6(x,(i - A,,-)),• • - . M M - - >W)] (45) 
where <jr2,(-), </22(")
 a l e negative definite continuous functions of degree 2 and r 2, and r 2 2 
are negative definite continuous functions of degree over 2. Similarly to the Case 1, 
to [6 (x,),..., Ux„ . ) ] - -£ T H^ (46a) 
</22 [ft(x,(. - A,)), . . . ,fm(xm(i - Am))] = tf W2(,&. (46b) 
Based on Theorem 2 and the Case 2 in this section, the following theorem can be estab-
lished for the system (44). 
Theorem 3. The equilibrium state xf = 0 of the time delay system (44) is asymp-
totically stable if — W2 and —W2h m (46) are M-matrices, provided that G > 0 in (10). 
P roof . From the candidate Lyapunov function (40) for the system (44), it is not 
difficult to get the upper bound ;>M(X,t) in (45). Since — W2 and — W2h in (46) are 
M-matrices and the degree of <72,() and q22(-) are lower than those of r2,(-) and r22(-), 
respectively, the system is guaranteed to be asymptotically stable near the origin. • 
Remark. The difference of equation (45) from (42) is that the equation (45) should 
have time delay terms coming from the isolated part in (44d). 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The stability of a large-scale system with time delays is evaluated by the way of s-
calar approach of a matrix Lyapunov function method and an M-matrix. By using 
a decomposition-aggregation method, the contribution of the interconnections between 
subsystems to the stability is well visualized especially in linear systems with time delays. 
Sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of the equilibrium state of the system are 
obtained by examination of Af-matrices consisting of delay and nondelay terms together 
and the M-matrices here has been considered for the quadratic terms rather than the 
terms over degree two to watch the stability of the system near the origin. 
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In nonlinear t ime delay systems, the method can be applied to the stability analysis of 
large-scale nonlinear systems whose subsystems with t ime delays are possibly unstable . 
If the system could not be well formed like (43) or (46), then we could deal with the 
problem using a computer program [3]. 
(Received January 28, 1991.) 
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